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ABSTRACT

Mobile Corporate Governance is the process of permanent communication and information sharing between companies and shareholders through the internet, electronic communication and mobile applications to meet the requirements of the principles of corporate governance more rapidly and efficiently and without physical limitations. It provides broadly based and direct participation of the shareholders in corporate management and decision-making processes of the corporation which leads to a higher degree of corporate democracy. It is envisaged that our Mobile Corporate Governance proposal might be a model for other central securities depositories with direct holding systems which have the up-to-date shareholder information. In case our proposal is implemented, the progress of the OECD’s main principles of corporate governance will be rapidly enhanced.
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Efficient management of a joint stock company, an essential element of the modern economy, is very important. The management of a company carries out duties that determine the decision-making processes during specific financial and economic situations. Thus, it is expected that the quality of corporate governance can affect the results of the economic activities of companies positively, and that these results will be reflected in the stock prices in case the conditions of an effective market are provided. Accordingly, corporate governance is mainly known as an approach related to how companies are managed in terms of their own economic performances and of the effective allocation of the resources in the economy (Clark, 2000).

The main purpose of this study is to make suggestions that would contribute to the progress of corporate governance in Turkey. These fall under the following four points: 1) It is to identify the corporate governance related innovations as a result of technological developments in order to upgrade the corporate governance levels in Turkey to that of the developed markets; 2) to discuss the functions of the Central Registry Agency Inc. (CRA) which would facilitate the corporate governance practices; 3) to increase the level of corporate governance as a result of the mission taken with the dematerialization process of capital market instruments; and 4) to suggest and explain the benefits of new technology that would contribute to the corporate governance. This study will demonstrate, determine, and detail the concept of the Mobile Corporate Governance for the first time in the literature. It proposes a model for central securities depositories in other countries by determining the economical benefits and externalities that would result in an infrastructure acting as a technological bridge between companies and shareholders for the development of corporate governance and investor relations.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

The Concept of Corporate Governance

Despite the presence of some studies that demonstrate that corporate governance has been widely practiced in Europe, in USA and in Japan since the 19th century (Morck and Nakamura, 1999), the term corporate governance became used extensively in the 1980s (Shleifer and Vishny, 1994). During the 1990s, corporate governance was placed at the top of the agenda of everyone involved with finance and financial markets including individual and corporate investors, shareholders, and managers.

So what is corporate governance? According to a widely accepted definition developed by Ira Millstein, corporate governance refers to that blend of law, regulation and appropriate voluntary private-sector practices which enable the corporation to attract financial and human capital, perform efficiently, and thereby perpetuate itself by generating long-term economic value for its shareholders, while respecting the interests of stakeholders and the society as a whole. In other words, corporate governance comprises legal, regulatory, and appropriate voluntary private-sector practices which enable a corporation

- to attract financial and human capital,
- to perform efficiently,
- to achieve its goals, and
- to fulfill legal obligations and social expectations.
Corporate governance is all aspects of the systems and processes that entities should have in order to protect initially the shareholders’ interests and then the interests of all the other groups that are directly or indirectly related to the company (Çetiner and Erol, 2007). According to the Corporate Governance Committee of Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), corporate governance, in the broadest sense, can be defined as a system in which companies are directed and controlled, and it essentially includes the sequence of relations between the management of the company, the board of directors, shareholders, and other interest groups. Corporate governance reveals the structure in which the objectives of a company are established, and in which the tools to achieve these objectives and to monitor the performance are determined (OECD, 1998).

Corporate governance, without question, is a term associated with the general management and organizational structure of a company. However joint stock companies which became almost identical to the concept of corporate governance in recent years have not had a long history (Hansmann and Kraakman, 2000). The USA and UK play leading roles in the development of corporate governance; legal regulations and reports of these countries comprise the basis of international standards of corporate governance (Bauen and Venturi, 2009).

As described by the managers of the World Bank in their “Corporate Governance-Framework for Implementation” report, a shareholder oriented corporate management model can be considered to be the most appropriate model and the determining factor for national standards for this framework. This is appropriate especially for developing countries as they work to approach these standards.

Corporate Governance Principles (OECD, 1998) were approved on 26-27 May 1999 at the ministerial level at the OECD Council Meeting. The OECD corporate governance principles consist of six parts: i) ensuring an effective corporate governance framework; ii) rights of a shareholder and key ownership functions; iii) equitable treatment of shareholders; iv) the role of stakeholders in corporate governance; v) disclosure and transparency; and vi) responsibilities of the board.

Towards the end of the 1990s, national corporate governance laws, principles and the rules of Germany, Korea, France, Russia and other countries (Capital Market Board of Turkey, 2003) and the origin of national best practice regulations were based on either exact or very similar OECD corporate governance principles.

The Corporate Governance Center prepared a report called “21st Century Governance Principles for U.S. Public Companies.” It defined 10 management principles for enterprises. It was intended to improve the understanding of corporate management. These principles were as follows (Asian Pacific Economic Corporation Forum, 2003):

1. Interaction: Sound governance requires effective interaction among the board, management, the external auditor, and the internal auditor.

2. Board Purpose: The board of directors should understand that its purpose is to protect the interests of the corporation’s stockholders, while considering the interests of other stakeholders.

3. Board Responsibility: The Board is responsible for the fulfillment of corporate activities in a reliable manner, first against to the shareholders and then to all related parties. The board’s major areas of responsibility should be monitoring the CEO,
overseeing the corporation’s strategy, and monitoring risks and the corporation’s control system.

4. Independence: Independence is the lack of professional or personal ties between the managers and the corporation or its management. The members of the board and the audit committee should be independent from the corporation’s management.

5. Expertise: The managers and board members should possess relevant industry, company, functional area, and governance expertise.

6. Meetings and Information: The board should meet frequently for extended periods of time and should have access to the information and personnel it needs to perform its duties.

7. Leadership: The roles of Chairman and CEO should be separate.

8. Disclosure: Proxy statements and other board communications should reflect board activities and transactions in a transparent and timely manner.

9. Committees: The nomination, compensation, and audit committees of the board should be composed only of independent managers.

10. Internal Audit: All public companies should maintain an effective, fulltime internal audit function that reports directly to the audit committee.

Along with the enhancement of the social pressure and expectations regarding the company practices, the necessity of action by the corporate managers through taking into account of groups which are affected by the activities of the company or which might affect the activities of the company, has become more important (Tuzcu, 2005).

Shareholders are providers of the capital, equity and human resources gathered to produce the profit within the establishment. Financiers are usually rewarded through making the profit because of the capital they provide; however the amount of the profit and its allocation to providers depend on the decisions taken by the managers in their next terms. The role of the responsibility mechanism, burdened by the corporate governance relevant to the company affairs of the managers, is important here (Lloyd-Jones, 2010). In this context, capital providers must be ensured that the profit they expect in consideration of the capital they provide must not be kidnapped by the managers (Mietzner, 2009).

The probability of utilization by the managers from the special benefits of the control of power through misuse of it, such as receiving a high degree of income and fees other than salary, is described as an agency problem (La Porta et al., 1999) by many researchers and implementing institutions in the literature.

Harm (2000), claims that the agency problem combines two important components: i) acquisition of the assets by the managers, in the case of a weak shareholder control, and ii) the acceptance of the projects that are not going to raise the value of the company but will provide benefits to the managers, in the case that the shareholder control is relatively stronger. The rise in the number of the institutional investors investing in the companies as equity capital or credit is one of the most important factors to have affected the rise in the importance of corporate governance. The common opinion is that a well accepted corporate governance decreases the risk of a company and accordingly the rate of return demanded by the investors (cost of capital of the company).
In case the investors are not protected and cannot control the company, they may not invest at all. This case may render external finance impossible. However, this case rarely happens even in either underdeveloped or developed countries where the most of shares are dominated by public joint stock companies (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004).

A number of expressions have been put forward such as “Investor over-optimism,”(1) “reputation compulsion of the investors,”(2) and “legal protection of investors” in order to expand the definition of this case. Even though reputation concerns or investor over-optimism may be effective, as La Porta and others assert, legal protection of outside investors presents a more effective barrier than the problem that investors who have not provided funds benefit from reputation concerns or investor over-optimism, or from information of other investors who paid funds.

When the rules such as the voting rights of the shareholders and the reorganization and liquidation rights of the creditors are extensive and well enforced by regulators or courts, investors are willing to finance firms. When the rules and their enforcement do not protect investors, corporate governance and external finance policy do not work well (La Porta et al., 1999).

Corporate governance has many characteristics that make it difficult to imitate. Dynamic capabilities are other important elements in acquiring competitive advantages. Even though corporate governance makes important contributions to growth companies, the preferences of the company in the decision making process, and changing necessities may render the sustainability of the competitive advantage of the company questionable (Kleinschmidt, 2007).

Disclosing good corporate governance practices to the persons concerned is as important as having them in the first place. Corporate governance must be one of the goals of the company, must be adopted by all of the workers, and must be acted upon accordance with these principles (Tekinay, 2006).

Good corporate governance must include the elements of discipline, transparency, independency, accountability, responsibility, equality, and social responsibility. If corporate governance is implemented through these elements, the goals of efficiency and productivity will be obtained. The main requirements for an efficient corporate governance are 1) the composition of corporate values and strategic goals in the organizational structure of the company, 2) the comprehension of the importance of the control functions of internal and external audits and the efficient benefit of their work, 3) a clear determination and application of the competence and responsibilities in the company, 4) an appropriate surveillance by the high level managers, 5) a transparent continuation of corporate governance, 6) a provision for the supporting conditions for efficient corporate governance, 7) a good determination and efficient application of competence and 8) the responsibilities of the surveillance and audit authority (Çetiner and Erol, 2007).

For the reason that “innovation” contains ambiguity as a course of its nature, an innovative enterprise has to begin new projects and invest in them without full knowledge of the expected results (Çetiner and Erol, 2007). This case entails the requirement of resources relevant to investment for research and application of the projects that have a characteristic of innovation. Venture capitals become the main fund resource for this type of enterprise through providing control of the governance. The role of corporate governance for these types of companies is to provide confidence for investors and to attract more external finance for preserving the innovation process.
On the other hand, studies demonstrate that the rise of the performance of listed companies depends on the attention they pay to corporate governance (Brown and Caylor, 2004; Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004). In a study of Brown and Caylor (2004b) that researched corporate governance and company performance through using detailed corporate governance data provided by a credit rating agency, 51 factors are determined in 8 corporate governance categories. These categories are audit, board of directors, articles of association, director education, executive and director compensation, ownership structure of the company, progressive practices, and a registered office of the company. The output, corporate governance rating is correlated with company performance, value and dividends paid to shareholders. Over 2000 companies are analyzed. According to this study, better governed companies are comparatively more profitable, their values are higher and they pay more dividends to their shareholders.\(^{(3)}\)

Managers have to maximize the welfare of the company through maximizing the welfare of shareholders. However, through separation of the control and ownership, the differentiated benefits of shareholders and managers may cause a manager to work for his personal goals which are different than company’s goals. This case may cause a hazard for the new model because it may impair the benefits of shareholders (Harm, 2000). Shareholders must preserve at least a part of the control of the company including voting power in the strategic decisions, the power of substitution of a manager and surveillance power of the company (Shleifer and Vishny, 1994; La Porta et al., 1999). In such cases, when the direct control ability and power diminishes, indirect control instruments may be used such as the board of directors, audit committee and reward committee. The main justification for a direct control of managers by shareholders is the voting rights of shareholders and the decision power and ability of shareholders in the general assembly meetings.

**Voting Rights: Direct Control of Corporate Governance by Shareholders**

The direct control ability of shareholders through voting in the general assembly meetings determines the power balance between shareholders and managers. Voting rights, and relevant to these, rights to control, theoretically must be proportional to rights on assets such as ownership rights. Accordingly, the rule of *one share one vote* means that shareholders may participate the decision making process in proportion to their ratio of ownership. Due to the infringement of the rule of *one share one vote*, enhancing the control power of major shareholders over minority shareholders negatively affects the quality of corporate governance. The disproportionality between cash flow and rights to control in governance negatively affects the quality of corporate governance as well.

The structure in which a subsidiary possesses the share of the principle company threatens successful corporate governance. In the determination of the board of directors by managers and the control of board of directors by managers instead of the control of managers by the board of directors, *insiders* may acquire the majority in the subsidiary owning the shares of the principal company that has this type of structural problems and executing voting rights; hence, probably the sole goal in successful sharing is accomplished by convening a general assembly meeting and appointing a board of directors (Balioğlu, 2000).

On the one hand, shareholders are the main parties bearing the accountability of the board; “voting” is accepted as a way of rendering that account in practice. The democracy regarding shareholders is similar to the political democracy in terms of making and applying decisions relevant to broadly based (enchorial) products and services (Leech, 2002).
With the direct investment of foreigners in world trade, the necessity of centralization of internationalization strategies becomes more observable. The governance methods of companies, ways to control them, the goals they aim to reach, the rights used, how relevant responsibilities and created values are shared, all come to play an important role not only for the managers and shareholders but also for broader bodies (Clarke, 2007).

The systems composed of both institutions and enterprises have standards and principles acknowledged by everyone. The determination of these establishes the concept of corporate governance. These principles are also called the principles of the corporate governance (Doğu, 2003). The main principles acknowledged in the world are transparency, accountability, responsibility and fairness.

**CENTRAL SECURITIES DEPOSITORIES AND CENTRAL REGISTRY AGENCY INC.**

Central Securities Depositories (CSDs) can be categorized based on the securities under their custody and the services they provide. CSDs can be further divided into two basic groups based on custody types. Some CSDs provide electronic book-keeping while others hold securities in physical certificate form, that is, in paper form. Also, some CSDs hold securities in both physical and dematerialized (electronic) form. Electronic book-keeping is a relatively new concept and in recent years CSDs are moving into dematerializing the securities and into holding the records in electronic rather than in physical form.

CSDs can also be categorized based on types of securities under their custody. Some CSDs may only hold private sector debt instruments while others may only provide depository services for government debt securities. The latter type of CSDs are generally central banks. Some CSDs may hold both types of securities. Categorization between CSDs can also be made depending on depository services of CSDs. There are some basic functions of depository institutions; thus CSDs can be divided into different groups depending on those services. Some basic depository services can be summarized as safekeeping/custody, corporate actions, data services, clearing and settlement, and agency services such as tax services.

Another criterion for categorization is the account structure types of CSDs. There are two types of account holding systems; they are direct (based on beneficiary owner accounts) and indirect accounts (participant omnibus accounts). The former can be defined as retail, whereas the latter are wholesale models.

There are mainly three types of application models in electronic book-keeping systems in the world today. Detailed definitions of those models are below.

Model A: This is used in the USA, Canada, some countries in Europe, South Africa and Hong Kong. In this model, issuers or their agents keep records of registered shareholders in their books including all securities deposited at the CSD. The CSD keeps detailed records of securities ownership on a participant intermediary institutions basis. Participants such as banks and brokerage houses, in turn, keep records of investors’ total securities holdings in their systems.
Model B: In this model registrars keep central depository records for all securities. The CSD holds securities with regard to its participants. In this depository model, individual securities holders (investors) are recorded either under representative participant accounts or directly in their own registered name and accounts. Direct holding models are relatively more costly for CSDs. This means that in every issuer transaction (i.e. dividend and interest distribution, redemption, general assembly meetings) the CSD generally transmits all related shareholder (investor) and participant records to the issuers’ transfer agents. Implementation of this model is widely discussed in the UK and South Africa.

Model C: This model, which is also used in Turkey, is a direct holding model overall. Some of the countries in the world using this system are Norway, Greece, Denmark, Finland (partially), Sweden, Switzerland, Australia and New Zealand. In summary, the securities under custody are recorded in the investors’ unique ID numbers that are provided by CSDs. In order to be recorded in this system, investors should either have accounts under a participant depository institution or be represented by an intermediary institution. Investors cannot open securities accounts directly with the CSDs in this model (Ergincan, 2005).

As can be seen, depository systems may differ among the countries. However, all countries are moving to dematerialized electronic book-keeping systems irrespective of their depository account holding models. One common application among all countries though is the immobilization of securities certificates in central depositories (Ergincan, 2005).

Dematerialized System and Companies in Turkey

CRA, the CSD of Turkey, was established according to the amendment made to the Capital Market Law No: 2499 by article No: 10/A of the CML No: 4487. Capital market instruments and rights affixed to them are held in dematerialized form with regard to issuers, intermediary institutions and rights holders in the electronic book-keeping system of CRA. Issuers of capital market instruments (i.e. publicly-traded companies, founders of investment funds, issuers of private sector debt instruments and bank bills) and intermediary institutions, participation banks, derivative instruments brokerage companies and clearing and settlement institutions are participants of CRA. The records in the Central Dematerialized System, the proprietary electronic system of CRA, are registered by the system operator participants. Operational and legal transactions with regard to securities are also conducted by the system participants.

On 28 November 2005, the dematerialization process began for all shares of companies traded on Istanbul Stock Exchange (ISE) on a shareholder basis. By the end of 2010, CRA holds 31.6 million accounts with a total market value of US$ 331 billion belonging to 17.5 million investors. Of these, 99.99% of the shares of 347 issuer companies are held in a dematerialized form on CRA’s electronic platform. Other than stocks, CRA keeps investment funds participation shares, private sector debt instruments, bank bills, covered warrants and exchange traded funds on a beneficiary owner basis under its custody. Electronic book keeping transactions are not only limited to capital market instruments; they also involve financial and managerial rights such as pre-emptive rights or the rights of usufruct affixed to shares.

Four hundred fifteen issuers of dematerialized securities are linked to the CRA, and 4 million investors can directly access the system by using the web and the mobile communication media to receive
information on their portfolios. Investor accounts are opened by CRA participants. In order to open investor accounts, investor IDs and contact addresses are received by the participants. In case a real person investor has several securities accounts with different participants, the integration between CRA and the Turkish Identity Information Sharing System (KPS) is used to verify the identity of the investor. Likewise, identities of legal person investors are verified with the integration between CRA and the Turkish Ministry of Finance’s Tax ID Number Database. Investor accounts are established quickly; likewise also the uniqueness and accuracy of investor identities are ensured where investors have multiple securities accounts in different institutions by the aforementioned system integrations. Investor identification numbers and passwords are sent by CRA to all investors, thus providing the accuracy and efficiency of the investor services and model suggestions that will be explained later in this paper.

Tekinalp states that the records held by CRA with regard to companies constitute prima facie evidence in assigning the disposing authority (Tekinalp, 2000). In current practice, public joint stock companies do not make any records with regard to bearer shares in their stock ledgers. Even if such records were made, they would not have any meaning in legal terms. From the public joint stock companies’ perspective, the main source for the records on bearer shares is CRA. The shareholding records at CRA, either registered or in bearer form, constitute a stock ledger for floating and non-floating shares. Furthermore, those records contain the most up-to-date shareholder information. Companies examine the shareholder records at CRA before general assembly meetings.

In the dematerialized system (established in the aforementioned respect) physical certificates were replaced with the electronic book-keeping records of securities. Consequently, the records of right ownerships that represent the capital of a company are created by the transactions of CRA participants. Besides the right ownership information of all shareholders of a company, CRA records contain other kinds of contact information such as e-mail addresses and mobile phone numbers. Accordingly, stock ledgers and right ownership information on other securities issued can be provided electronically to companies on a real time basis. On the other hand, CRA functions are not restricted to dematerialization of physical shares and electronic safekeeping. The central depository holds all capital market instruments such as private sector debt instruments and investment fund participation certificates in dematerialized form, and the investor rights, and right ownership information on those instruments (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004).

Considering the legislation governing the dematerialized system in Turkey, CRA has made important contributions to corporate governance directly or indirectly. For instance, the following issues;

- The decision on taking the records at CRA as basis without the need for further application by any party in registering the transfer of shares at the share registers of companies pursuant to Article 417 of the Turkish Commercial Code,
- Keeping of records on all floating or non-floating shares of a company and rights affixed on those shares on a right owner basis by CRA,
- Shareholders’ exercise of rights during the rights issues, bonus issues, and the dividend distributions in the most cost-effective, accurate and timely way,
- Shareholders’ ability to transfer their shares to other parties or institutions immediately and effortlessly,
• Instant delivery of the most up-to-date list of shareholders and shares blockage lists to related companies for the participation of shareholders in general assembly meetings,
• Effortless application of general assembly meeting securities blockages for shareholders,
• CRA’s continuous delivery of information to related companies about their shareholders,

can be regarded as legislative functions attributed to CRA that might have possible direct contributions to corporate governance (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004). The diagram below summarizes this case:

**Diagram 1**
Diagram Outlining the Relation between Issuer’s Stock Ledger, CRA and Shareholders

---

**Investor Services**

As stated above, investors can get services that include receipt of information and application of general assembly meeting blockages and investor blockages by using their identification numbers and passwords. Information services for investors concerning their accounts are composed of “automatic delivery of information” that includes immediate transfer of information on transactions, investor portfolio statements and “standard delivery of information.”

Investors who want to participate in company general assembly meetings can do so by applying general assembly meeting blockages on their shares. Investors also have the opportunity of applying blockages on their securities to restrict the operations of participant intermediary institutions on those securities.
Investor services are provided through different platforms such as the internet, Call Center, the Instant Voice Recognition (IVR) System and the mobile applications. The IVR System provides standard information delivery, share blockage for general assembly meetings and securities blockage services to investors. Furthermore, investors can receive standard information on their accounts and apply blockages on their securities through the web by entering their identification numbers and passwords or by using their mobile signatures.

Instant alert messages are sent by e-CAS (Ergincan, 2005b) (Electronic Customer Alert System) to investors through electronic communication applications (SMS or e-mail) in case there is an outflow of securities from investor accounts. In order to register to use this service, real person investors should submit their mobile phone numbers to the system; similarly legal person investors should submit their e-mail addresses. In later stages of the e-CAS project, operations of unregistered investors or those operations that were not confirmed electronically by investors will be blocked. Investors also have the option to receive the same information services on all securities for all types of transactions. Investors can apply and cancel securities blockages for general assembly meetings and other investor securities blockages through SMS. Furthermore, CRA delivers regular monthly information through e-mail to investors (CRAweb Investor Operating Guidebook, 2010).

Thus, CRA can be considered as an information and communication bridge between companies and shareholders. Information security on this bridge is based on the PKI infrastructure and electronic signature in accordance with the Information Security Management System applications. System users of participant institutions can perform transactions by using electronic signatures and investors can receive investor services by using identification numbers and passwords that are sent by CRA or with their mobile signatures.

MOBILE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Mobile Corporate Governance is the process of permanent communication and information sharing between companies and shareholders through the internet, electronic communication and mobile applications. Its purpose is to meet the requirements of the principles of corporate governance more rapidly and efficiently without physical limitations. It provides broadly based and direct participation of the shareholders in corporate management and decision making processes of the corporation, leading to a higher degree of corporate democracy.

Mobile Corporate Governance is the process starting from the real-time transmission of any announcement of a corporation to all of its shareholders wherever they are, through the electronic communication and mobile applications. The process is concluded by providing governance of the corporation on electronic platforms including electronic general assembly meetings through continuously taking advice/approval of its shareholders on specific issues using tools such as electronic voting. The details and implementation stages of the “mobile corporate governance” term, which is introduced in academics for the first time in this study, are interpreted below:

When the information sharing process is examined, two main categories appear. The first category is the information sharing through communication channels (e-mail, SMS, chat tools which provide one-to-one information sharing and etc.). In this kind of information sharing process, the information is for individual use; however, it is not suitable for common usage. The second category is the distribution
of information via platforms (corporate web sites, intranet, portal, etc.). Through this method, while a small group creates the information, a large group may benefit from it (Mcafee, 2006).\(^{(12)}\)

As is the case in the world, direct communication means between the companies and the shareholders are limited in Turkey. There are generally multiple sources of information. Companies send the same information within different formats to different channels but cannot contact the investors with whom they aim to interact. Within almost every country, the efforts to create a Primary Source of Information and to provide information distribution via a single-source have been insufficient so far. Companies and investors cannot acquire all the information they need. Companies cannot be in contact with all of their shareholders; neither can the shareholders connect with all of the issuers. There is no single standardized method in company-investor relations. Furthermore, companies cannot distribute information to all investors simultaneously. The shared information and those formats are not standardized, nor are formats used in accordance with international standards. In order to reach each other, companies and investors are willing to bear high costs.

The structure of the dematerialization system that is briefly explained above grants vast facilities to make CRA create a modern corporate governance and investor relations platform. Corporate governance insufficiency is one of the main problems of the Turkish capital markets. Beyond being a central securities depository, it is assumed that structuring CRA as a corporate governance and investor relations platform would enhance the social and economic benefits of capital markets in Turkey and would lead to decreasing the average cost of capital for companies. Structuring CRA as a corporate governance and investor relations platform would also help companies increase financing possibilities. Furthermore, it would improve the compliance level of the Turkish capital markets with investment feasibility criteria of domestic and foreign investors (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004).

It is very important for economies of scale that the following services, which we suggest be provided by CRA, should be given in a whole and standardized manner within a single place. Updated identity, communication and ownership information related to shareholders are kept by CRA. Furthermore, CRA provides the most suitable technological infrastructure system for the communication between both sides. As a result, it is believed that the services taken on by CRA would contribute to the progress of corporate governance and investor relations in Turkey. In terms of economies of scale, it is not appropriate for each company to give the related services to its shareholders separately. It is also far from efficient because stock exchange transactions change the ownership structure frequently.

On the other hand, CRA monitors current shareholders of each company in a single center. Moreover, CRA also has the infrastructure system through which the correct information could be delivered to the addressee (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004). It is believed that the stated suggestions would be a model for other central securities depositories around the world in which direct account holding systems could be implemented and up-to-date shareholders information kept.

When the contemporary internet technology is taken into account, it is believed that the immediate communication among all of the capital markets’ participants, members and investors would be provided through CRA’s web Portal. In this case, CRA Portal would be the most important component of the Mobile Corporate Governance Platform application of Turkey. Investors could get correct, immediate and reliable information about the companies of which they are either shareholders or fund suppliers. Moreover, companies could contribute to the improvement of corporate governance
by the electronic general assembly meetings on the Portal. Because an investor could get any kind of information provided via the portal structure on the companies in which he has invested, including publicly disclosed information, the exchange of information and transparency would be at the highest level. Consequently, it is believed that the efficiency and development level of Turkey’s capital markets would be increased. In this context, with the dematerialization of all securities, the CRA Portal would become a platform through which millions of domestic and foreign investors would effectively receive service and exchange of information between companies, intermediary institutions and investors. The CRA Portal would be designed to include an English version of any kind of information. As a result, the portal would give service not only to the domestic investors but also to the foreign ones (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004).

Instead of getting non-standard sets of information by means of navigating the web sites of companies through achieving standard, immediate and updated information using a single platform investors could make comparisons between companies respecting their corporate governance, investor relations and performance principles. With this, the CRA Portal would be a benchmark regarding the degree to which the companies believe in corporate governance and share information with their shareholders. In a way the CRA Portal would become a corporate governance rating center where companies would be judged by investors in terms of the scope of information and services they offer.

Furthermore, one of the most important features of the Mobile Corporate Governance Platform is to gather companies and shareholders without disclosing the identities of investors unless they wish to do so. Thereby, information security is one of the most important components of the platform.

**Components of the Mobile Corporate Governance Platform**

Before evaluating the Mobile Corporate Governance Platform application together with the CRA Portal, which will be at the center of this application, it would be beneficial to mention the Public Disclosure Platform (PDP) and Central Corporate Entity Databank (MERSIS) briefly.

The PDP, which is an electronic data collection and publication system, aims to transmit safely the financial statements, public disclosures of material events and other events of public companies and all of the intermediary institutions (ISE 2010, Public Disclosure Platform). Through the PDP, declared announcements are publicly disclosed immediately and the users can obtain information in a simultaneous, safe and immediate manner from the PDP website. The PDP was launched in June 2009.

The MERSIS system, which was established by the Ministry of Industry and Trade, provides a number of facilities for companies such as the establishment and dissolution of companies and maintenance of documents in the electronic environment. Through the MERSIS, a unique identification number is given to legal persons, for instance companies, charitable foundations, associations, and real person enterprises. This number system facilitates the monitoring of all kinds of activities of legal persons, creation of registry books, keeping of updated, correct and accessible forms of records in electronic environment, designation of sector codes during the foundation process, and determination of industry and trade inventories (entrepreneur information system). In addition to these, with the creation of the database, the correct statistical data required by the Ministry of Industry and Trade and related public bodies and organizations would be ensured immediately (The Ministry of Industry and Trade, 2010).
After briefly mentioning the PDP and MERSIS, the functions and components of the CRA Portal, which is the cornerstone of the Mobile Corporate Governance Platform, are explained below:

Public Disclosure: In brief, on the CRA Portal, corporate governance and investor relations are to be assessed in a new dimension. The CRA Portal is also to be the cornerstone of the Mobile Corporate Governance Platform. In addition and with respect to regulations and CRA services, the information flow within the CRA Portal could be composed of the data that are transmitted directly to the Portal by companies, and that are transmitted indirectly by the companies via integration with the PDP and MERSIS (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004). As a result of direct and indirect gathering of information and documents within the CRA Portal, the information and document samples that could be received from the Portal are (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004):

- Information about the Company, the PDP Announcements and Disclosures,
- Company News and Analysis Reports,
- Financial Statements disclosed on the PDP,
- Accounting and Dividend Policies,
- Direct and Indirect Partnership Relations, Voting Agreements, Number of Shareholders within Groups,
- Articles of Association, Trade Registration Information, Privileges that are taken from companies or the MERSIS,
- Annual Reports, External Audit Reports and Internal Audit Reports,
- Board of Directors’ Decisions that could be disclosed to the public and incorporated in the Code of Ethics,
- General Assembly Meeting Information (Date, Place, Agenda, Detailed Dividend Policy including Dividend Distribution Proposals and Reasons, Articles of Association Amendment Text, Proxy Paper Samples, Detailed Information about Members of Management and Audit Bodies, Voting Procedure, Previous Minutes of Meetings and Voting Results, etc.),
- Detailed Capital Increase and Dividend Payment Information/Plan, Prospectus, and Circular,
- Decisions of General Assembly and Board of Directors’ Meetings,
- Videos of Previous General Assembly Meetings and Board of Directors’ Meetings,
- Videos of Corporate Managers’ Speeches, Company Presentation Films.

Consequently, through the CRA Portal, in accordance with the public disclosure and transparency terms that constitute corporate governance principles, the goal to disclose financial and non-financial information on companies to both current and potential shareholders in a timely, correct, clear, interpretable, low cost and accessible manner could be achieved. In such a case, the best service would be given to shareholders to receive and inspect the information.

The CRA Portal would be the information distribution channel of companies. The access to the information provided by the CRA Portal during public disclosure would be easy, immediate and at a low cost. The submission of such information, documents and announcements to shareholders and
investors through internet and electronic communication applications, direct company-to-investor communication processes could be achieved. Material notifications that are disclosed on the PDP could be sent immediately to investors through electronic communication applications. As a result, when the material notifications about any companies are publicly disclosed on the PDP Portal, no matter where the investors are, they could be informed simultaneously. After the system is integrated with the PDP, not only could the companies be directed to transmit the same kind of information to a single center, but also the information could be taken from this center and disclosed to the whole market. Thereby, in a sense the PDP would become a Primary Source of Information; as a result of the PDP-CRA integration CRA could become an Investor Information Center transmitting the information from the Primary Source of Information to investors via electronic communication applications.

Consequently, through the PDP-CRA integration, information about companies would be accumulated, processed and distributed under the CRA Portal from one single point.\(^\text{(14)}\)

**Investor Announcements and Corporate Action Notifications:** The CRA Portal could be defined as the address of immediate, timely and correct public disclosure. In this context, after the necessary amendments have been realized, in addition to notifications including general assembly meeting notifications and material notifications that companies are bound by law to disclose, companies may inform the shareholders and investors at any time on any issue.\(^\text{(15)}\) Notification could be done via electronic communication applications.\(^\text{(16)}\) Issuers may publish the information that they would like to transmit to shareholders or investors through the CRA Portal and may transmit the notification on CRA via electronic communication applications. As a result, companies’ notifications via CRA would provide the simultaneous transmission of the notifications limited to a target group. For example, it is clear that the general assembly agenda or notification of proxy voting is related to only shareholders at the time of notification. However, companies pay high costs to print media for these kinds of notifications. Furthermore, companies disclose notifications to related or unrelated readers without being sure whether these notifications are received by the target group. If the notifications are disclosed directly through CRA, not only would the notification costs decrease, but also the notification would be transmitted simultaneously and only to the related persons.

The same services could be made beneficial for real persons and legal persons who would like to make guiding announcements to shareholders and investors for various goals, first among them those of acquisitions. As a result, opportunity would be provided to make announcements not only for the companies but also for other participants who are interested in best serving corporate governance\(^\text{(17)}\) (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004).

At the moment, the first phase of transmission of the PDP announcements to foreign investors is accomplished, and in them the announcements about corporate actions are sent in SWIFT format. It is important that the companies should make corporate actions announcements only to the PDP. With the PDP-CRA integration, delivery of these announcements to institutional foreign investors in SWIFT message format via simultaneous and online electronic communication applications would also become important and, it is believed, it increases the effective functioning. As a result, Turkey would be in a different position respecting the transmission of corporate action information to shareholders correctly and immediately through a single center, a much discussed world issue. The positioning of the PDP as the Primary Source of Information in corporate actions is important because disclosure of the same or similar information to more than one party is not only inefficient, but
also error prone. On the other hand, if the PDP-CRA integration is achieved, for the first time in the world, corporate actions processes in fully-automated and straight through processing form from the company to the shareholder would be provided. Further steps that are to be taken on this issue would increase the effectiveness of Turkish market. CRA’s direct contact capability with the investors is the most important factor of this model proposal.

The following diagram (Diagram 2) summarizes the components of the Mobile Corporate Governance Platform and the transmission of announcements on public disclosure, investor and corporate actions notifications from company to investor.

**Diagram 2**

*Components of Mobile Corporate Governance*

![Diagram](image)

**Electronic Assembly and Investor Meetings:** The CRA Portal may provide electronic lounges through which shareholders will be able to participate in electronic investor meetings. In the electronic lounges, the shareholders of a company can communicate and engage with each other, and the company authorities can enter these lounges and make informative statements (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004). Actually, since the electronic investor meetings will theoretically provide the facility of constituting electronic meetings at any moment for company shareholders, meeting of shareholders and their concurrent cooperation, which is one of the important components of corporate governance, can be made available through the CRA Portal.

Companies can set electronic assembly meetings with a specified agenda for shareholders and potential investors who are identified beforehand. Through the Portal, sharing can be achieved together with both the visual and written presentations held by the company authorities’ vision. Shareholders and investors can express their views on the related topics. Consequently, the investor meetings, with their current physical restrictions of reaching the target audience frequently, can be convened whenever requested and in a secure environment through the CRA Portal.
In this context, an environment through the CRA Portal can be constituted where the companies with the execution of web conferences can communicate by making presentations. In this environment, the participants may share their views, participate in voting, ask questions and get answers.

The infrastructure that is in question can at the same time bring together the board members who wish to have frequent meetings, but who, due to the physical restraints, generally face the difficulty of coming together. Using the CRA Portal, the companies could organize electronic board meetings with the electronic signature infrastructure.

Proxy Voting and Delegated Voting: The proxy system that emerged in the USA regarding proxy voting in the general assembly meeting and has since influenced continental Europe, differs from the traditional voting system through the appointment of a proxy. The most prominent difference between these systems emerges in respect to the occurrence of the intention of the shareholders in the general assembly meeting. In the conventional proxy system, a shareholder may give instructions to the proxy regarding his desires when the proxy is appointed. Nevertheless, even if the shareholder gives instructions, it is possible for the proxy to act contradictory to these instructions. In this case, this act does not affect the validity of the general meeting decisions (Çeker, 1995; Bilge, 2003). However, the aim of the proxy system is to reflect the complete intention of the shareholder in the general assembly meeting. In order to correspond to this aim, the proxy forms including the instructions regarding the voting aspects must be filled out by the shareholder. In these forms the shareholder must write his intention for each article of the agenda. By this form, it is not possible for the proxy to vote contradictory to the preferences recorded on the form (Çeker, 1995).

The waste of time and costs arising due to the delivery of the proxy letters in written document format has been removed through the delivery of these documents via electronic methods. It is possible to designate a dual delivery system for the electronic delivery. First, proxy letters might be sent to shareholders through the web site of the company (Alcock et al., 2006). In this system, the documents pursuant to the appointment of the proxy are displayed on the web site and the information in these documents is sent to the shareholder through the appropriate tools. The shareholders wishing to appoint a proxy can easily receive proxy letters from the web site by downloading those (Freidman, 2002; Brown, 1996). The second approach envisages sending proxy letters to the known e-mail addresses of the shareholders. Sending proxy letters through e-mail would remove the costs and expenses arising from mailing those letters. This allows proxy letters to be sent to shareholders free of charge without waste of time, and with solid evidence on the delivery to the shareholders. On the other hand, the return of the proxy letter forms in the electronic platform is as important as the transmission of those on the electronic platform. When the paper form is sent back to the proxy center, it causes a waste of time and cost. In order to receive an efficient respond from the shareholders regarding the proxy appointment process, it is necessary to ensure that the return of the proxy form to be delivered electronically.

Due to the CRA Portal’s technical abilities, which are presented above and can bring a company and its shareholder together whenever required, the proxy process can be performed safely and efficiently. Proxies might be conferred in electronically signed format and the process might be performed through electronic signature from beginning to end.
In delegated voting systems, shareholders can enjoy their administrative rights through appointing a proxy, since they are not obliged to participate to the general assembly meeting in person. The application of data processing technology is duplicated in the classical appointment of the proxy. First, for the reason that the act of appointing a proxy requires a written and signed proxy letter, the electronic signature technology makes it possible to designate a written proxy letter and appoint a proxy. Secondly, a shareholder who does not participate in the general assembly meeting physically and monitors it through the internet can give instructions to his proxy attending to the meeting during the meeting. When a shareholder appoints a proxy this way, his real intention can be reflected in the decision making process in the general assembly meeting. With a new regulation, the principles regarding real or legal persons can be designated as proxies. This would establish a prerequisite that directors of a company cannot be a delegated voter or be assigned to a voting commission participating in the general assembly meeting. Moreover, the proxies must be able to act solely in accordance with the clear and personal instructions of the shareholders. The instructions derived from the shareholders must be recorded (Bilge, 2003).

With these in mind, it is believed that CRA can undertake a delegated voter function. Another important principle of the corporate governance would emerge safely and accurately through fulfillment of the demands of the shareholders and companies in this aspect because of a secure electronic signature framework on the electronic platform by CRA. In this context, there is no requirement for a comprehensive legislative revision.

Investor Statistics and Polls: One of the important requirements of the companies is to obtain accurate, secure and comprehensive statistics about their shareholders. Through the CRA, which holds the most accurate and updated information on shareholders, any kind of statistical reports can be prepared that meet the company demands. For example, reports intended for showing the time span of equities holding by the shareholders, the demographic and financial features of the shareholders, the sector-specific preferences of the shareholders, the exchange of equities in shareholder portfolios etc. can be prepared and presented to companies by using the data CRA owns. These types of reports can present important tips and be instructive for companies in terms of investor relations and corporate governance.

On the other hand, companies that wish to learn the views of the present and potential shareholders on a specific issue, through polls on the portal, can reach their shareholders and these shareholders can use CRA to forward their views to the companies. Currently the companies that aim to take the views of their shareholders cannot do this effectively since they cannot know about their shareholders. But CRA, since it is the place where this instant information related to shareholders can be found, can transmit the related polls to the shareholders. Reaching the target group in specifying the potential shareholders can also be achieved through the CRA data. For instance, it would be possible to reach to investors who prefer to invest in a company’s specific sector. One of the most important characteristics of this kind of communication method is that it embraces the components of information security. Whereas companies will not know the identity of the investors who answer their polls or information requests, they will be sure to take into account the criteria they specified. As for the investors, they can have the opportunity to communicate with the issuer without disclosing their identities. By conducting polls through the CRA Portal, the results can be transmitted rapidly and assessed by the target group. Thereby, polls can reach their aims safely.
Moreover, by reaching the existing and potential shareholders, companies can improve their investor relations with the questions and polls they will send to the specified target groups. CRA can be vital in transmitting the questions and polls to the correct address and in compiling and reporting them. For instance, it is very important for today’s investor relations to involve the company’s shareholders and for the company to send the intended publicity and advertisements messages or to ask and learn the reasons why a shareholder sells the company’s share in order to be able to take precautions afterwards to prevent that from happening again.

Furthermore, it will be possible to actualize the system, known as “shareholder benefit,” to assure benefits to the persons who become shareholders of a company for a specific time. These benefits are intended to encourage loyalty, and vary from discounts on products to privilege cards. Thus, via CRA Portal, shareholders will easily apply for these benefits. CRA will electronically connect shareholders with companies, and enable them to apply for the benefits through electronic communication and mobile applications. This process will help customers to become shareholders and shareholders to become customers.

Electronic General Assembly Meetings: The best practice for electronic general assembly meetings offers two phases. The first phase is to conduct electronic general assembly meetings before the conventional meeting. Most of the countries have chosen to do so since it is easier and more applicable. In this phase, the duration of electronic meeting is known in advance by the shareholders. They vote during that designated period which is before the conventional general assembly meeting. Once the time is over, electronic votes are collected and reported. Afterwards the conventional meeting is held in which shareholders who voted electronically may not take part. At the end, both electronic and conventional meeting results are collected and reported to finalize the legal procedures.

It is believed that in two ways conducting general assembly meetings on the internet would be beneficial: First, the online participation of some of the shareholders in the general assembly meetings are made in a conventional way. Second, the conduct of conventional general assembly meetings is completely through the internet. In literature, the former method is called the “online participated presence” general assembly (Kayıhan, 2003) and the latter is called the “virtual general assembly” or the “electronic general assembly.”

According to our view, when CRA’s vision and the information that it owns is assessed together, in addition to the live broadcasting of general assembly meetings on the internet, it is believed that the shareholders can participate through the internet in general assembly meetings via the CRA Portal, even when the necessary legislation changes have been made. Therefore electronic general assembly meetings will replace the conventional general assembly meetings via the CRA Portal in which electronic voting would be possible (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004).

For investors, electronic general assembly meetings need to be understood as participation in the general assembly meetings under the principle of equitable treatment, giving advice or making comments in visual or written/oral forms, sharing advice/views with the other shareholders, voting and doing all the other general assembly and voting services (registering, counting, sharing the results) safely in an electronic environment. For issuers, electronic general meetings are a practical way to keep the registries in regular forms and to transmit the general assembly results to shareholders and relevant parties electronically. In addition to economies of scale that will be brought by providing
these services from a single center, CRA holds a wide range of information on shareholders from which the CRA participant issuers can benefit directly. Once general assembly meetings could be broadcast live from the internet both in Turkish and in English, this would help shareholders use their rights to participate in the general assembly meetings on equal terms. Since CRA is able to keep the said registries safely and up-to-date, it would be appropriate for these services to be provided from a single point by CRA.

Due to the reasons presented above, it is necessary to provide shareholders access in order to participate in general assembly meetings which will be broadcast live from the internet, and to enable them to use their votes through electronic communication and mobile applications. By this service, which is the continuation of the live broadcasting of general assembly meetings on the internet, shareholders can vote on the topics of the meetings that they will watch live from the internet through the CRA portal. Both by the live broadcasting of the meetings on the internet and the access for using their votes electronically on the internet, shareholders who currently cannot use their rights because of the time and the physical limitations will be able to do so.(23)

The dispelling of the costs and the other drawbacks of using written forms of communication in invitations to the general assembly meetings will be offset by issuing invitations in an electronic environment and transmitting them to shareholders. In this framework, it is possible to make the general assembly announcement on the CRA Portal and to give the information and documentation related to the meeting on the CRA Portal. In case the shareholders request proxy from the right owners, the placement of a sample proxy form and the information and documentation related to the proxy request would be provided by the CRA Portal. By using the electronic communication applications, shareholders would be informed that the documentation is on the CRA portal. It is also possible to give the proxy electronically by using electronic signature as stated above. In addition to the cost advantages stemming from invitation, the transmission to the shareholders before the meeting of documentation related to it electronically would also minimize the communication time lapse between the company and the shareholders.

In this framework, the value of using the internet and mobile communication applications is to send the meeting invitations through the CRA portal (to put the invitation to the CRA portal and/or send them by using electronic applications), to make the process of proxy voting and representation in an electronic environment with the electronic signature infrastructure, to enable the shareholders to electronically vote on the topics in the agenda of the general assembly meetings broadcast live through the CRA portal and mobile communication applications, to enable them to interactively participate in the electronic general assembly meetings by using electronic communication and mobile applications and to allow them to transmit their views and decisions through the CRA portal. It is believed that when this process is enabled through the CRA portal, the concept of Mobile Corporate Governance and its effects will be discussed and the Turkish model will impact both corporate governance and the new definition of central securities depository institutions in the world.(24) This infrastructure will also help companies and shareholders have electronic assembly and investor meetings frequently on any subject whenever they want. This will lead to more participation by shareholders in company management.

In the framework of the above offerings, the scheme which summarizes the main points of the Mobile Corporate Governance Turkey practice is presented below:
THE POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF MOBILE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE MODEL PROPOSAL ON THE OECD PRINCIPLES

It is believed that in Turkey, the CRA Mobile Corporate Governance Platform proposal would rapidly enhance the three main principles of the corporate governance put forth by OECD. Before all else, these are the principles of “The Rights of Shareholders and Key Ownership Functions,” “The Equitable Treatment of Shareholder,” and “Disclosure and Transparency” (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004). More importantly, it is possible to assert that the proposed model would give rise to a review of the definition of the corporate governance with internet and mobile communication based technologies; in this sense it would be an example for other countries.

Effects Regarding the Principle of Rights of Shareholders and Key Ownership Functions

In the light of the statements made above, it is believed that the Mobile Corporate Governance proposal would enhance the efficiency of the principles of the corporate governance significantly. Most of the progress that might emerge concerns the subject of the rights of shareholders and key ownership functions.

It is believed that, in this context, pursuant to corporate governance, protection and execution of shareholders rights would be facilitated. Thus, the main shareholders rights such as securing methods of ownership registration, conveyance or transferring shares, obtaining relevant and material information on the company in a timely and regular basis, and participation and voting in general assembly meetings would be protected efficiently. On the other hand, shareholders would be able to participate in and to be sufficiently informed on decisions concerning fundamental corporate changes, amendments to the statutes or articles of incorporation or similar governing documents of the company,
and the authorization of additional shares and extraordinary transactions including the transfer of all or substantially all assets that in effect result in the sale of the company.

Most importantly, along with the initiation of the application of the electronic general assembly meeting process, shareholders would be able to have the opportunity to participate effectively and vote in the general assembly meetings and be informed of the rules including voting procedures that govern the general assembly meetings. In case our proposal is applied efficiently, on the one hand, shareholders would be furnished with sufficient and timely information concerning the date, location and agenda of the general assembly meetings as well as full and timely information regarding the issues to be decided at the meeting. On the other hand, shareholders would have the opportunity to ask questions easily of the board, including questions related to the annual external audit, to place items on the agenda of general assembly meetings, to propose resolutions, and to be subject to reasonable limitations.

Through providing efficient participation in the important corporate governance decisions such as the election of the board members, shareholders would be able to submit their opinions regarding the remunerations which would be paid to the board of directors and key managers. The opportunities that our proposal offers would contribute to shareholders being able to vote in person or in absentia, and would give equal effect to votes whether cast in person or in absentia. The role of the principle of transparency would ensure that the disclosure of capital structures and arrangements that enable certain shareholders to obtain a degree of control disproportionate to their equity ownership would moreover allow for corporate control of the market to function in an efficient and transparent manner.

Through the application of our proposal, it is believed that the exercise of ownership rights by all shareholders including institutional investors should be facilitated. In this context, there would be progress regarding the emphasized points in the principles of OECD such as disclosure of all institutional investors acting in a fiduciary capacity, and corporate governance and voting policies with respect to their investments including the procedures that they have in place for deciding on the use of their voting rights. Furthermore, especially through the general assembly meetings, shareholders including institutional shareholders would be allowed to consult with each other on issues concerning their basic shareholder rights.

**Effects Regarding the Equitable Treatment of Shareholders**

It is believed that the Mobile Corporate Governance proposal would make contributions to the subject of the equitable treatment of shareholders as well. Assurance of the equitable treatment of all shareholders including minority and foreign shareholders within the corporate governance framework would increase. Within the context of the contributions of the platform arising relevant to the subject of the treatment to all shareholders of the same series of a class equally, all investors would be able to obtain information about the rights attached to all series and classes of shares before they purchase them; likewise any changes in voting rights would easily be subject to approval by those classes of shares which are negatively affected.

It is believed that, because transparency enhances the rights of the minority shareholders, these would be protected efficiently. Also, since proxy procedure regarding the voting in the general assembly
meeting would be more practical, votes would be used more efficiently by custodians or nominees in a manner agreed upon by the beneficial owner of the shares.

Through the changes regarding the general assembly meetings that our proposal provides, impediments to cross border voting would be eliminated, processes and procedures for general assembly meetings would allow for equitable treatment of all shareholders. It would also make it difficult to implement vote casting procedures that are already unduly difficult or expensive for companies.

**Effects Regarding the Principle of Disclosure and Transparency**

The benefits of this Mobile Corporate Governance proposal that provide the principle of the disclosure and transparency, one of the basic OECD principles of the corporate governance, are another important issue.

The proposed platform ensures making a timely and accurate disclosure on all matters regarding the corporation including the financial situation, performance, ownership and the governance of the company. In this regard, shareholders would easily access the information such as the financial and operating results of the company objectives. After the platform is put in place, follow-up opportunities regarding major share ownership and voting rights by the shareholders would be enhanced as well as many benefits directly relevant to the principle of transparency regarding the board of directors. Shareholders would easily access information such as the remuneration policy for members of the board and key managers, information about board members including their qualifications, the selection process, and other company directorships whether or not they are regarded as independent by the board.

The contributions provided by the platform regarding the principle of disclosure and transparency would not be limited to the cases mentioned above. It would be subject to the submission of material information by the companies such as related party transactions, foreseeable risk factors and issues regarding employees and other stakeholders, governance structures and policies, and in particular, the content of any corporate governance code or policy and the process by which it is implemented.

For the reason that shareholders would easily access matters such as preparation and disclosure of former and actual financial statements in accordance with high quality standards of accounting, financial and non-financial disclosure, all companies would be enhanced by virtue of the platform comparability. At the same time, the platform would function as a channel for disseminating the information that would result in equal, timely and cost efficient access to relevant information by users, not only for investors to fulfill their responsibilities, but also for board members to access to accurate, relevant and timely information.

**GENERAL EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION**

Corporate Governance, in addition to the conventional structure that includes the component and intention of profiting from the activities of joint stock companies and distributing profit to shareholders, is a concept that aims to protect the rights of all beneficial owners including shareholders and to regulate the rules of the communication between related benefiting groups.
Like the rest of the world, the possibilities of direct communication between companies and shareholders are currently limited in Turkey. The source of information is multiple and the companies deliver the same information to several parties but cannot always reach their target investors. Nearly every country in the world is limited in forming a Primary Source of Information and providing information distribution from a single source. Companies and investors cannot reach all the information they need. Companies cannot reach all their shareholders and investors cannot reach all the issuers. There is no standard method used in company-investor relationship, and companies cannot simultaneously distribute any information to their investors. The information that is shared and the information sharing formats are not standard and internationally recognized standards are not used. Companies and investors have to bare high costs in order to reach each other.

Mobile Corporate Governance is the process of permanent communication and information sharing between companies and shareholders through the internet, electronic communication and mobile applications that meet the requirements of the principles of corporate governance more rapidly and efficiently without physical limitations. It provides broadly based and direct participation of shareholders in the corporate management and decision making processes of a corporation and leads to a higher degree of corporate democracy.

Mobile Corporate Governance is the process that begins with real-time transmission of any announcement of a corporation to all of its shareholders wherever they are through the electronic communication and mobile applications and is concluded by providing governance of the corporation on electronic platforms including electronic general assembly meetings through continuously taking advice/approvals of its shareholders on specific issues by tools such as electronic voting. This process has the promise of enhancing the corporate democracy which will lead to more participation of shareholders in company management.

Corporate governance insufficiency is one of the main problems for the Turkish capital markets. When the current technology is implemented through the CRA portal to be established by CRA, it is believed that the communication will be provided more rapidly between all the market participants, the members and the investors together. Beyond being a central securities depository, it is assumed that structuring CRA as a corporate governance and investor relations platform will enhance the social and economic benefits of capital markets in Turkey and will lead to decreasing the average cost of capital for companies. Structuring CRA as a corporate governance and investor relations platform will also help companies to increase their financing possibilities. Furthermore, it will improve the compliance level of the Turkish capital markets with the investment feasibility criteria of domestic and foreign investors.

It is envisaged that our Mobile Corporate Governance proposal might be a model for other central securities depositories with direct account holding systems that hold actual shareholder information. If our proposal is applied, the main principles of corporate governance, before all else “The Rights of Shareholders and Key Ownership Functions,” “The Equitable Treatment of Shareholder,” and “Disclosure and Transparency,” will be rapidly enhanced.
NOTES

1. “Investor over-optimism” means that investors are able to provide capital without envisaging taking it back in case they like the project.

2. “Reputation compulsion of the investors” entails not abandoning honesty at the cost of income resources which would be obtained in the future.

3. Corporate Governance Quotient is a rating system used to help assess the skills of company governance and executive practices by investors on the basis of performance (Brown and Caylor, 2004b).

4. In this paper any kind of mobile phones, PDAs and tablet PCs are defined as communication media.

5. On the other hand, with the establishment of the Turkish Ministry of Industry and Trade’s “Central Corporate Entity Databank” (MERSIS), a future integration between MERSIS and CRA systems would minimize cases of erroneous investor ID assignments for legal persons.

6. The system application is the first of its kind among all CSDs in the world.

7. In this paper, SMS and e-mail messages are defined as electronic communication applications.

8. In this study, the term “mobile application” is used as the general expression for special software for mobile phones, PDAs and tablet PCs.

9. At present, information sharing and communication can be provided everywhere through portable computers and mobile communication tools via mobile internet access. The process that covers the adaptation of this technology to corporate governance briefly is called as “Mobile Corporate Governance”.

10. The related process is cited at (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004).

11. The theoretical framework of Mobile Corporate Governance and its effects on corporate democracy will be discussed in another study by the author.

12. Media portals and social network sites such as Facebook and Twitter are placed in the second group since the users of them provide one–to-many information sharing. In this case, the information is suitable for common usage.

13. In accordance with article 1524 of the Turkish Commercial Code Number 6102, which has already been approved by Grand National Assembly of Turkey, to become effective on 01.07.2012, equity companies are obliged to have a web site.

14. About the inclusion of the PDP to the process, see (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004).
15. The ISE has launched a service about the transmission of the PDP announcements through SMS to investors. It is believed that after our suggestions are implemented, it would be more appropriate to offer this service through the Mobile Corporate Governance Platform.

16. About the functions that CRA could undertake, see (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004).

17. In particular, after the establishment and implementation of technical and legal infrastructure of registered e-mail addresses, sending e-mail only to the registered ones that are legally defined would be required.

18. It is asserted that it has been estimated that voting on the Internet costs US $0.03 per shareholder, while the postage cost involved in the traditional proxy voting raises the cost to US $0.37. See (Alcock et. al., 2006).

19. In US, a rule was put into effect by the SEC, ordering that transmission of the single proxy declaration to shareholders sharing the same address would be sufficient. It is expressed that this rule can be applied to persons sharing the same electronic mail address. See (Freidman, 2002).

20. “The Act on Registered Shares to Ease the Execution of Voting Rights” (NaStraG), adopted on 21 January 2001 in Germany, eases the execution of voting rights through proxy. This act ensures benefit from any of the communication instruments for the appointment act of a person determined as proxy of the voting right by the company. As such, it is possible to appoint this person through fax and e-mail. Moreover, a shareholder depositing his shares in a bank or an equivalence agency would appoint a proxy through electronic forms provided on an internet platform. However, a revision is required in the articles of association for this. See (Bilgili, 2004; Bilge, 2003).

21. Article 1027 of the Turkish Commercial Code Number 1602 provides the means for companies to organize electronic general assembly meetings. In this context, attendance at as well as submission of a proposal and voting in the electronic general assembly meeting have the same effect and result in the same actions in the physical meeting.

22. For point of views corresponding the functions that CRA can take in hand. See (Gürbüz and Ergincan, 2004).

23. Since the Electronic General Assembly and the functions that CRA can take in hand will be discussed in another paper by the author, information is provided in brief.

24. The Danish Central Depository Agency after the change in the Danish Code of Commerce in 2003 implemented the first electronic general assembly practice in April 2009 by using software of a Sri Lankan software company. Furthermore, the same institution began offering the services of investor-oriented transmission of information and announcement, proxy voting and representation, statistics, polls and reporting which are among our Corporate Governance platform recommendations.
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